
 DOUBLE TERMINATED
     Double Terminated crystals are multi-functional; energy moves outward in 
either direction or in both directions concurrently. They have the capacity to 
draw or transmit energy through both ends. "Doubles" are excellent for astral 
projection and for dreaming - by placing them under your pillow at night and 
they can increase and intensify the dream state. They are also excellent for use 
in meditation. They can also be used to assist in providing one protection from 
mental and physical harm. Carrying a double terminated crystal can enable one 
to maintain ones energy shield. The symbolize patience and perseverance; this 
is quite important during healing situations.
    When the six faces of quartz join together to form a point, a terminated 
crystal is born. When both ends of a crystal join in this fashion, Double 
Terminated Crystals are created. These specialized crystals have the capacity 
to draw in as well as emanate out energy from either end of the crystal. By 
uniting the energies together in the central body of the crystal, a Double 
Terminated Crystal can then project that unified essence out from both ends.
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